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ABSTRACT 
Two results about the matrix exponential re given. One characterizes the matri- 
• H H . H A A A A A A ces A which satisfy e e = e e ; another gaves upper bounds on trace e e . 
When A is stable, the bounds preserve the asymptotic stability. © Elsevier Science 
Inc., 1997 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be an n-by-n matrix. The exponential of A is defined as follows: 
A 2 A a oo A k 
eA=In+A+~.  +~.  + . . . .  ~, -~. .  
k=O 
(1) 
The matrix exponential plays an important role in linear control systems and 
ordinary differential equations; see [1, 2, 8, 9, 11, 13] and the references 
therein. However, the theoretical analysis and the numerical computation of  
e A are still under investigation; see [1, 2, 5, 10]. In [1, 2], Bernstein proposed 
many open problems arising from linear control systems, which include some 
matrix exponential problems. Here we will consider two of them. 
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PROBLEMS. 
1. Is there any nonnormal matrix such that eae a" = eASe A or eae an = 
eA+A~? 
2. Can we derive a bound on trace eae AH instead of trace e a+aH such 
that when A is stable, the bound is also asymptotically stable? 
Certainly the above problems are well known when A is normal, i.e., 
AA H = AnA, so we only consider the nonnormal case of A. Further, it is 
implicitly proved in [12] that eae a" = e A+AH if and only if A is normal. We 
just need to consider the first part of the first problem. 
We use A(A) to denote the eigenvalue set of the square matrix A, I1" II to 
denote the 2-norm, and x (X)= JlXll IIX-lll for nonsingular X. We let 
~rmin(Y) represent the minimum singular value of the matrix Y, and super- 
script H and -H  represent the conjugate transpose and its inverse. 
We will answer the first question in Section 2 and the second one in 
Section 3. We will make our concluding remarks in Section 4. 
2. A POSITIVE ANSWER FOR THE FIRST PROBLEM 
As commented in Section 1, the first problem reduces to its first part, i.e., 
• . - -  H H - -  
whether there is any nonnormal matnx A such that e ae a = e a e A. We will 
give a positive result. 
THEOREM 1. A matrix A ~ ~n×n satisfies eAe A~ = ease a if and only if 
there is a unitary matrix Q such that 
a -- Q diag( A 1 . . . . .  A , )  Qn,  (2) 
where A m, m = 1 . . . . .  s, are diagonalizable and 
VAT, A~ n ~ A( Am): Ar~ - Ar~ = 2ikjm, l'ri " forintegerk~,~, (3) 
'CA m ~ A(Am), Aj ~ A(Aj), m ~j :  e x~ ~ eXJ. (4) 
Proof. For sufficiency it is easy to check eae a~ = ease a if A can be 
expressed as in (2)-(4). 
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For necessity, from eae AH = ease a we get that e A is normal. So there is 
a unitary matrix Q such that e a = QTQ H, with 
r = diag(/zxI.,  . . . . .  p.. I . ,) ,  
$ /z a,/zz . . . . .  /z, pairwise different, Ek= 1 nk = n. 
Since Q HAQ and T commute, we can verify that 
QnAQ :--- diag(A 1 . . . . .  A,) ,  
where A k is nt × n k and e A~ = T k, k = 1 , . . . ,  s. With the property of the 
exponential function, the eigenvalues of A k must satisfy (3). Moreover A k 
must be diagonalizable, since any Jordan block in A k will cause the same 
order Jordan block in e A~ (e.g., [3, Corollary 3.8, Theorem 3.3] or [7, Section 
6.4]). The property/z k 4=/z t with k 4= I implies the condition (4). • 
Unlike the case of eAe aH= e A+aH, this theorem shows that there do 
exist nonnormal matrices which satisfy eAe a"= eaHea; furthermore, the 
structure of such matrices is quite simple. Let us look at two examples. 
EXAMPLE 1 [12]. Let 
- i l r  " 
Clearly the eigenvalues of A satisfy the condition of Theorem 1, and A is 
diagonalizable, so we have 
eAe AH _~_ eAne A ~ 12. 
[0 0] 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 
A = 
1 vr/2 0 ~r ] 
] - 7 r /2  1 - ~" 0 0 0 1 57r/2 " 
0 0 - 5~r/2 1 
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This is a real matrix. With simple calculations, 
/[ 1 + --A-i 7ri A = Q diag 5~" 




1 - - - i  
2 
p~ 
=: Q diag(T 1, T~) Qn =: QTQn, 
where 
° i °  
0 1 0 
Q=-2-  1 0 i 
i 0 1 
is unitary and T 1, T 2 are diagonalizable: 
l J k [0  1 ]'  
k = 1,2, 
with 
-~i 57r ) 
T1 =diag 1 + 2 '1 +-~- i  , 
~r i 5~" ) 
T2=diag  1 -  ~ ,1 - -~- i  . 
So A satisfies the condition of Theorem 1, and actually we have 




0 a - /3  
0 - /3  a ' 
/3 0 0 
l z  2+'rr  l l  2+I r  e2 - ,n - ) .  where a = ~,e + e2-~), /3 = ~l.e 
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The first question is completely resolved by Theorem 1 together with the 
results in [12]. 
3. GENERALIZED BOUNDS FOR trace eAe AH 
The inequality 
t race eAe An <~ trace e A+AIt (5) 
is well known; see [2] and the references therein. In control theory one 
usually estimates trace eAte Ant when A is stable, i.e., VA ~ )t(A): Re )t < 0. 
Hence limt~ +=trace Ate A"t --- O, However, if (5) is applied, trace eAte Ant 
trace e (A+an)t, but A + A n may not be stable when A is nonnormal, 
which means the asymptotic stability can be destroyed. Consequently in such 
a case the upper bound in (5) is not good. 
We try to use (5) to set up more generalized bounds and then apply 
Lyapunov theory to give better estimators for trace e Ae A" which are suitable 
for asymptotic stability analysis. We begin the discussions with a lemma. 
Let A ~ ~, .x . ,  X = BB n, with B ~ ~, .x .  an arbitrary LEMMA 2. 
nonsingular matrix. Then 
trace eAe AH <~ g(X)  trace e B-l(AX + XAx)B-x. (6) 
Proof. Since X = BB n, 
B- I (  AX + XA )B -"  --_ B- lAB + (B-lAB) 
Using (5) we have 
t race e B-I( AX + XAu)B-It 
---- t race e B-x AB+(B-I AB)u ~ trace eB-I AB ~ (B-x AB)tt 
= trace B- leABBneA"B -n  = trace ( BB n)  - leABBlteAU 
U -1 eABBtleA . = 1 i> trmin((BB ) )trace IIX}} trace BBHeA"e A 
a~n ( BB u ) 1 
>/ t race cAne A = trace eAe An. 
Ilxll Ilxll IIx-all 
This proves (6). • 
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If B = I, in (6), then the ~ inequality is just that in (5). So the result 
in Lemma 2 is more general and provides the freedom of choosing the 
matrix B. 
Now we consider the case when A is stable. First we recall Lyapunov's 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3 (Lyapunov). Let A ~ ~n × n be stable. Then for an arbitrary 
negative definite Hermitian matrix C, there exists a unique positive definite 
Hermitian solution X of the Lyapunov equation 
ax  + xa"  = c .  (7) 
Proof. See [7, pp. 96-99]. • 
When A is stable, combining Theorem 3 and Lemma 2, we get the 
following results. 
THEOr~EM 4. Let A ~ ~n × n be stable, and let C ~ ~nx,  be a negative 
definite Hermitian matrix. Let X be the positive definite solution of the 
Lyapunov equation (7), and express X as X = BB n. Then 
trace eae A" <~ K( X)  trace e B-'(ax+xA")B-" <~ K( X)  trace e O/IJxll)c. (8) 
Proof. Using the inequality in Lemma 2, we get 
trace eAe A" <~ 'K( X)  trace e B-I(Ax + xaH)B-M = K(X)  trace e B-~cB-'. (9) 
Since C is negative definite, so is B-1CB -n. We denote the eigenvalues of 
C and B-1CB -n, respectively, by 
0 > A 1 ~ "-" ~ An, 0 > ~1 ~ "'" ~ ~n '  
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and denote by ~ an arbitrary/-dimensional  subspace. Using the minimax 
theorem (see [4]) we have 
xHB-1CB-Hx yBCy yny 
/z~ = max min = max min 
O~xe~ xHx ~ 0 ~  yny ynBBny 
yHCy yny 1 ynCy 
= max min ~< y'y y xy i-i- max rain o~-~e~ yny 
- IIxIIA,, i = 1 . . . . .  n .  
Hence 
n 
trace e B-ICB-u = E elxj 
i f f i l  
~ e A~/llXII = trace e O/llxll)C. 
i=1  
Substituting this into (9), we get (8). 
The inequality (8) reflects the asymptotic stability. Actually we can get 
trace e Ate AHt <~ K (X)  trace e (t/IlXll)c, (lO) 
When C is selected to be negative definite, then the right side of (10) tends 
to zero as t --* + oo. 
When A + A H is negative definite, set C = A + AH; in this case we have 
X = I and (8) becomes (5). 
The negative definite matrix C can be selected arbitrarily in Theorem 4, 
so we have the following results. 
CORO~.LaaY 5. Let A ~ ~nXn and ~ := {C I C ~ ~,nxn, negative defi- 
nite}. Then 
trace eae Au <~ inf [K (X) t race  el/llXllC], 
C~--~ 
(11) 
where X satisfies (7) corresponding to C. 
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Unfortunately we do not know how to obtain the infimum of (11). But 
with different choices of the negative definite matrix C we can get different 
upper bounds. Here are two of them. 
COROLLARY 6. Let A be stable and have the Jordan canonical form 
A = PJP-' = P diag(/1 . . . . .  1~) P - l ,  
with 
J, = diag(Ji. 1 . . . . .  Jr.1 . . . . .  J,.t,, . . . .  Ji.t,), 
y 
hi,  1 ni,  t i  
i=  1 , . . . , s ,  
where 
J t , j  = 
i - Re A i 0 
- Re A i 
At 
is a modified j-by-j Jordan block for A i. Then 
s ti j 
traceeAeA" ~< KZ( P) E e2aex' E ni, j  E e21~eX'c°stkTr/(J+l)]" 
i=1 j= l  k=l 
(12) 
"b H Proof. Each J,.j Jt,j has the eigenvalues 
2ReA t 1 +cos  j+  1 ' k 1 . . . . .  j .  
Because A is stable, Re A i < 0 and 1 + cos[kTrf(j + 1)] > 0 for all j, so 
J, j + Jt H is negative definite and then C = e(J + jn)eu is also negative 
definitel Therefore (7) has the unique positive definite solution X = ppn. 
Applying the first part of (8) to these X and C, we arrive at (12). • 
We can get various bounds in such a way, i.e., first apply similarity 
transformations with diagonal matrices to J to reduce the magnitudes of the 
subdiagonal elements, so that J + J n is negative definite, then determine C
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and X, and finally get an upper bound by applying Theorem 4 to C and X. 
But this is not a practical way to estimate trace e Ae A , because ff we know 
the Jordan canonical form of A, we can explicitly compute it. 
COROLLARY 7. Let A be stable, and let X be the solution of  AX + XA n = 
- I n. Then 
trace eAe A" <~ nK(  X)e-1/ ltgl l  (13) 
Proof. Use (8) with C = - I n and X = 3~. • 
From a result in [6], in such a case 1/llXll = sep(A, An), where 
sep( A, A n)  = min 
x.0  IlXll 
X Hermitian 
II :iX + XA" II 
For arbitrary negative definite C and the solution X, we have IICII/llXll 
1/llXll, so the bound in (13) may in general also be the worst one in 
asymptotic analysis. However, it is a cheaper estimator in practice. To get this 
bound, only the cost of solving a Lyapunov equation is incurred. 
Finally we give a simple example to compare the new and old bounds. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let 
[ -~  1]  
A= 0 -~ '  ~>0.  
We list the exact value of trace eae A" and its bound in (5), (12), and (13) in 
Table 1, where they are denoted by E, Bol d, Bnew. 1, and Bnew. 2, respectively. 
Also we list them with time t in Table 2, where they are denoted by E(t),  
Bola(t), Bn~w.l(t), and B ....  2(t), respectively. When ~ is sufficiently small, 
Bol a is a better estimator for E than B ....  1 and B ....  ~. But in the asymptotic 
ease (e < ~), l imt .~ +o~ Bold(t) = +o% while l imt__, + ® B .... 1 - -0 to order 
e - ' t  and limt._, +oo B . . . .  2 = 0 to order • -4e3t. So B~w l and Bne w 9 are 
• . ' H ' 
successful in showing the asymptotic stabili~ of trace eAte A t, while Bold 
fails. Furthermore, B .... 1 is better than B ....  2- 
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TABLE 1 
EXACT VALUE AND BOUNDS FOR trace eAe An 
E = 3e -2~ 
Bol d = (e + e-1)e -2" 
B~, I  = max{~ 2, E-z} (e -" + e -3") 
B .... 2 = (2~)z exp[- (1 
~/(2~)  2 + 1 
In the expression of E(t) there is a quadratic polynomial coefficient 
2 + t z varying for t. With the elementary mathematical result that for 
arbitrary polynomial p(t) and a > 0 one has l im t __, +0o p(t)e -~t = 0, we can 
replace the variable coefficient by a scalar. For example, since max t e[ 0 +.  
t2e - ' t  = (4 /e~)e  -2, we have E(t) <~ (4/e2)e-2e -~t + 2e -2' t ,  which is' jus~t 
equivalent o Bnew, 1" 
In general, by using the Schur form of A we must have the following 
form: 
traceeAte Ant= ~ ~ pi j ( t )e (Rex~+aexpt <<. p(t)e(2ma~,Re~') t, 
i=1 j= l  
where p(t), p.(t) ,  i, j = 1 . . . . .  s, are polynomials and )t i, i = 1 . . . . .  s, are 
the pairwise different eigenvalues of A. Roughly speaking, our bounds result 
from replacing the polynomial coefficient by a scalar. The cost is that we have 
to take some order e -St, with 8 < -2  max i Re )t~, from the exponential part, 
to keep the form p(t)e -St bounded and keep the bounds asymptotically 
stable. 
TABLE 2 
EXACT VALUE AND BOUNDS FOR trace eAte Ant 
E(t) = (2 + t2)e -2~t 
Bold(t) = (e t + e-t)e -2"t 
Bnew, l(t ) = max{e2, ~-2} (e-,t + e-3,t) 
B:ew, z(t) = 2[ ¢(2e)2 + 1 + 1] 2 




In this paper we have achieved two things. The first is sufficient and 
necessary conditions for a matrix A to satisfy eAe A" = eAUe A. The second is 
a general upper bound for trace e Ae A" and two particular bounds when A is 
stable. These two bounds are sometimes weaker than trace e A+ A ", but their 
importance is that they reveal the asymptotic stability of trace eate AHt. 
Furthermore, the general bound provides freedom to choose the negative 
definite matrix C, which may be is useful in practical applications. 
The author thanks Professor V. Mehrmann for his valuable comments and 
help. He also thanks the referee for useful suggestions to simplify the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
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